Abstract⎯This article describes the organization principles for wireless mesh networks (softwaredefined networks of mobile objects). The emphasis is placed on developing effective routing algorithms for these networks. The mathematical model of the system is the standard transportation network. The key parameter of the routing system is the node reachability coefficient, i.e., the function that depends on several basic and additional parameters (mesh factors), which characterize the route between two network nodes. Each pair (arc, node) has been juxtaposed to a composite parameter, which characterizes the reachability of the node by the route, which begins with this arc. The best (shortest) route between two nodes is the route with the maximum reachability coefficient. The rules of building and updating the routing tables by the network nodes have been described. With the announcement from the neighbor, the node gets information about the connection energy and reliability, the announcement time of receipt, and the absence of transient nodes, as well as about the connection capability. This information is used by the nodes as the basis for applying the penalization (decreasing the reachability coefficient) or the reward (increasing the reachability coefficient) to all routes through this neighbor node. The penalization/reward scheme has the following separate aspects: (1) penalization for actuality of information; (2) penalization/reward for node reliability; (3) penalization for connection energy; (4) penalization for the current connection capability. The simulator of the wireless mesh network of mobile objects has been developed based on the suggested heuristic routing algorithms. The description and characteristics of the simulator have been stated in the article. The peculiarities of its program realization have also been considered.
INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of the Internet of Things, autonomous or remote controlled unmanned vehicles (research, rescue, and other robotic systems), and telepresence means make it an urgently important task to organize and maintain the efficient operation of wireless data-transmission networks with mobile objects as their nodes.
These mobile wireless networks have several major peculiarities, including the following:
(1) multiplicity of nodes; (2) motion of network nodes relative to each other and relative to the fixed observer at a certain speed; (3) emergence of new network nodes and disconnection of any existing node, undetermined in time and maybe even in space; (4) nonuniform physical environment within the network; (5) time-variable conditions for mutual radio visibility among nodes of one network; (6) possible network topologies with two or more possible routes between the nodes and with nodes reachable via transition nodes only; (7) equivalence of nodes in networks; (8) restricted computational resources of nodes. However, the networks we consider must conform to the following quite standard requirements: -the effective use of frequency resource and available network throughput; -the need for highly available throughput along the entire data-transmission route due to the need to transmit video, voices, telemetrics, and other information.
Classic centralized wireless networks (networks with the core unit, either an access point or a basic station) are irrelevant in these situations; these networks get disabled when the core unit is switched off. However, these networks are broadly used in telepresence systems and autonomous instruments configured as one device with one remote control unit, i.e., for networks with P2P topology.
Classic wireless ad hoc networks are not suited for the considered situations; these networks have no routing means, which makes it impossible to transmit information among nonneighboring nodes.
The most promising variant of solving this problem is to modify ad hoc wireless networks by adding the routing function. There are currently many solutions for organizing wireless data-transmission networks with equivalent nodes (mesh networks). Most of these solutions are aimed at organizing and maintaining fixed mesh networks. The best-known and most widely available mesh networks are batman_adv [1] and standard 802.11s [2] . Their weak point is the need to account for a limited number of route selection factors (number of hops, throughput); they completely ignore the factors of network topology variations and the reliability of nodes.
Controlling means can be implemented in mobile mesh networks (see [3, 4] ). However, all known solutions are either classified and currently intended for military applications or they serve as subject matters in academic research. Because of the secrecy of works on control means for mobile mesh networks, it is nearly impossible to give any judgments on techniques for organizing the routing process used in these solutions.
However, as suggested by the analysis of solutions for immobile mesh networks and by mathematical considerations, the optimal solution found for mobile mesh networks during the routing process must consider not only common factors, like the number of hops and throughput but time-related factors (routing information age) and network nodes' behavior (node state predictions based on statistics) as well.
In this article, we shall consider the principles for building the mesh networks of the specified type. Section 1 suggests routing algorithms for mesh networks. Sections 2 and 3 cover the organization principles and peculiarities of the software implementation of the mesh network simulator.
Let us also recall several definitions used for the considered mesh networks. A time slot is the amount of time in which a wireless computer device will reliably transmit at a selected rate one beacon frame and at least one data frame of the maximum size with protective guard spaces before and after the transmission.
Time slots (duration of these amounts of time) are fixed for any network node. One time slot can be used by any two active nodes on the condition that they do not belong to the same network fragment. There are three states for time slots in the networks, i.e., free, assigned, and in conflict.
The network operates N time slots, where N takes at values of 2-64. The number of time slots for a particular running network is permanent and can only be changed by restarting the network with different settings.
The round is the time that includes all N time slots. Time division multiple access is the procedure of collisionless access to the environment, when definite and usually nonoverlapping amounts of time (time slots) are assigned to each network node for transmission.
HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS AS PART OF THE INSTRUMENTAL SYSTEM
FOR ANALYZING NETWORKS OF MOBILE OBJECTS There are many routing protocols in mobile networks (see, e.g., review in [5] ), which make it possible to select the optimal route in some way. The diversity of approaches stems from the variety of areas in which the considered networks are used, such as differences in target functions, characteristics of the environment, type of interferences, and the rate of network configuration changes. The efficiency of any given approaches in a particular system is compared by numerical or full-scale experiments. We can mention, e.g., study [6] , where the best-known algorithms of routing in mobile networks are compared (DSDV, TORA, DSR, and AODV).
The peculiarity of the case we consider is the quite high rate of changes in the network topology and energy characteristics of internode connections, as well as the used scheme of connection time sharing by time slots. The need for a fast connection setup and quite large amounts of time of the network configuration stability require a highly adaptable routing system. In addition, the absence of a network manager leads to the mandatory use of decentralized (multiagent) algorithms.
The adaptable decentralized approach is not unknown to classic ad hoc networks; however, the papers we know consider quite specific domain areas. For instance, the algorithm for sensor networks suggested in [7] is based on random walks (mainly server-to-server data transmission). The local approach considered in [8] uses an estimate of the residual connection throughput for wired networks. The potential-based algorithm given in [9] is intended for organizing the access of internal mesh network nodes to exterior gateways.
The enumerated heuristics have several important strong points. However, in our opinion, none of these heuristics is suited for wireless networks of mobile objects. The main reason is that a whole range of new factors occurs in our networks, and we have to somehow consider these factors in the algorithm when choosing a given route. In addition, let us note that there is a multitude of ways to describe the characteristics of expedience. Specifically this multitude makes it highly difficult to formalize routing tasks in mobile mesh networks. As a matter of practice, we can only select empirical formulas and coefficients that consider the required characteristics of the real system to an appropriate extent. To make the task easier, we use a single composite (calculable) parameter in our algorithms. This parameter determines the optimality of the route in terms of mesh factors. We will formulate its characteristics below.
If we refer to this parameter as the value (length) of the route, the routing task will be confined to searching for the flow at minimal expenses (of minimal length).
The algorithm was selected by the following basic criteria: -ease of implementation; -efficiency (on average); -possibility of multiagent implementation (ad hoc network, no network manager); -rate of response to variation in the network configuration (network topology, as well as workload of nodes/connections).
The following options were considered: (1) algorithms based on the push-relabel (PR) technique; (2) algorithms based on the successive shortest path (SSP) technique. PR algorithms are currently considered to be one of the most efficient polynomial algorithms with regard to time. These algorithms have been described in many classic works, e.g., in [10] . Their weak points are quite complex implementation and a large number of preliminary service messages (conditionings) in the multiagent version of the algorithm.
On the contrary, the successive shortest-path algorithms are quite easy to implement and do not require detailed descriptions. The flow is started along the shortest (cheapest) route until saturated, then along the next shortest route until saturated, etc., until the flow is completely depleted.
The preliminary analytical comparison of the two approaches revealed the following advantages of the SSP over the PR:
1. The SSP algorithm requires much lower amounts of information to be stored on the node because it can be implemented using the routing table alone, without storing the entire known structure of optimal ways on the node. Table-based schemes may be less universal, but they are still quite effective. As shown in, e.g., [11] , the AODV tabular algorithm is more effective than the more intelligent DSR in noisy and loaded networks and in networks with dynamically variable topology. In addition, as shown in [12] , techniques of protection against Byzantine attacks (when internal mesh network nodes act as adversaries) are quite easy to apply to tabular routing schemes.
2. In multiagent implementation, the SSP makes it possible to initiate data transmission right after the receiver node address is identified by the sender node in at least one of the routing tables of the neighbor nodes (the selected route will be fairly effective); that is to say, the rate of response to variations in the network configuration is maximum.
3. Taking into account variations in node reachability coefficients and the incomplete saturation of the shortest paths, the SSP algorithm is easily adapted to networks with many divergent flows. Local techniques of estimating routes for optimality have already proved to be quite effective in practical use [13] .
However, when we compare the SSP with the PR and other polynomial algorithms, the SSP appears to be far more ineffective, which is a significant disadvantage. In the worst-case scenario the discovery of the optimal flow between the nodes requires an exponential number of operations. Nonetheless, we can now expose some facts discovered during the literature review.
1. Work [14] investigates effective power redistribution in networks that consist of a multitude of active agents (producers and consumers). Similar to our case, the network parts (arcs and nodes) are characterized by both throughput and value, i.e., the production, consumption, and transmission of power. The authors use mathematical modeling to compare PR and SSP strategies of flow routing. They use statistical analysis as the basis for concluding that PR is more effective on average with radial networks (with treeline topology) and that SSP is more effective with mesh networks (this term is used by the authors to refer to random-topology graphs).
2. In work [15] , SSP techniques are used to analyze the theory of the smoothed analysis of the complexity of algorithms. This theory is relatively new [16] and makes it possible to ignore extreme (degenerate) cases of individual algorithmic problems when assessing the algorithm's performance. As proved by the authors of [17] , the SSP algorithm is polynomial in terms of smoothed analysis. Moreover, it is more effective than many classic polynomial algorithms that are also viewed as effective.
As can be seen from the analysis, the algorithm of successive saturation of shortest paths can be suggested as the basis for software routing in mobile mesh networks.
The mathematical model of the system is a standard transportation network. The routing task is formalized as the task to discover a flow in the network at minimal cost. The solution technique is the algorithm for the successive saturation of shortest paths, where the route reachability coefficient at the first transition vertex is viewed as similar to the path length.
The key parameter of the routing system is the node's reachability coefficient (RC): this function depends on several basic and additional parameters (mesh factors), which characterize the route between two network nodes. Each pair (arc, node) is juxtaposed to a composite parameter, which characterizes the reachability of the node by the route, which begins with this arc. Thus the number of these characteristics (node reachability coefficients) of each arc corresponds to the number of nodes that can be reached from the terminal vertex of a given arc, i.e., when this vertex is the first transition vertex for all respective routes. Informally speaking, if RC for the pair is higher than RC for the pair , then, considering a set of additional factors, it is better to use u as the first transition vertex and not v when transmitting the data from s to t.
Let us consider the structure of the computing function of the node's RC. We shall refer to separate components of this function as penalties (penalization). The potential objects for penalization include the following:
-node reliability is -the number of intermediate nodes is
-with regard to the history of its variations, the connection energy is -with regard to its variations, available throughput is -the data age of the route is Let us note that, since we consider a mobile network and the data transmission to be spread over time, the latest data must have an advantage. Thus, the node reachability coefficient can be expressed in the abstract as Let us assume that this function has a value in certain range where is the value that corresponds to the maximum possible node reachability. The routes that reach will be excluded from the routing table or ignored and, therefore, unannounced.
We will consider that the best, i.e., shortest, route between two nodes is the one with the highest reachability coefficient. This route specifically will be the first one to be saturated under the selected strategy of the successive saturation of the shortest paths.
The key structural characteristics of the routing system architecture are as follows: -the information for determining the network topology and route building in reactive mode is transmitted in beacon frames;
-the routing table is reviewed every time that a beacon frame, a data frame, and a frame delivery receipt are received; -the local node routing table has a limited life time and its records become constantly outdated; -the proactive part of routing is executed on each retransmission node. The routing table version in use consumes the minimal amount of resources. In this version, each MAC address known to a specific node corresponds to the MAC address of the neighbor transmitter. In the opinion of this node the transmitter ensures the route to the receiver as well as a certain property (reachability coefficient) making it possible to determine this best route.
In view of the restrictions on integer math and 32-bit architecture, the reachability coefficient is a 16-digit value and two 16-digit values (numerator and denominator) are used for penalties. All the operations fall within 32-digit requirements.
Let us describe how the data on and routes in the network are formed. First of all, let us consider the data formation in a specific network node without any locally connected devices and with no connection to the other devices in the network. This device simply announces its MAC address to the network with the maximum reachability coefficient Now let us consider the data formation in a specific network node with locally connected devices but no connection to the other devices in the network. This device announces its MAC address with the maximum reachability coefficient and the MAC addresses of all the locally connected devices with the same coefficient. Now let us consider the behavior of the neighbor that receives the announcements from the above given node.
When it receives an announcement, the node has got the data on the connection energy and reliability, announcement receipt time, the absence of intermediate nodes, and available throughput. That is to say, the neighbor can calculate all of the penalties imposed on this connection and, consequently, on the routes that can be reached via this neighbor. If we make minor modifications to the reachability coefficient calculation function to take account of the previous value, we shall be able to subsequently recalculate the coefficient obtained from the neighbor as Since we have declared the latest data-advantage principle, we need the function of recalculating the coefficient by time where n is the number of microseconds after the last recalculation by time. Now let us get down to the reactive part of the routing. Each node announces its proper routing table in the form of MAC addresses and reachability coefficients that are available via this node. In this table, the node's proper MAC address and the MAC addresses of locally connected devices have coefficient and the other nodes are characterized by the current design coefficient in the range of When it receives an announcement, the node recalculates reachability coefficients for nodes with coefficients below . The recalculations are based on the local routing table and made as where n is the number of microseconds after the last recalculation.
The routes that have reached are excluded.
The coefficients for announced routes are recalculated as i.e., penalties are applied.
Then, the local and the announced table are merged according to the following rule: -If the announced MAC address is not found in the local routing table, it will be copied from the announcement together with the updated reachability coefficient. The neighbor that announces this address is defined as the transition node for this address.
-If there is a route for the announced MAC address, the route from the announcement will be added to the routing table.
-The time marks in the local routing table are updated. The suggested scheme makes it possible to obtain a routing table for each node in the network. For each MAC address in the network, these tables provide at least one entry with the MAC address of the immediate neighbor of the node that starts the route to the given MAC address.
The suggested scheme uses penalization (penalty imposition) and reward (increase in reachability coefficient) of neighbors with respect to their reliability. In this context, a node's reliability is understood as the skipping of the beacon frames from the neighbor node and absence of frame delivery receipts from the neighbor.
The suggested scheme does not provide any updates on routes via the neighbor when the beacon frame is skipped. Consequently, the reachability coefficient of dependable routes decreases due to recalculations by time. This decrease also occurs upon when there is no receipt from the neighbor node. Moreover, this decrease is quite significant.
The increase in the coefficient of route reachability is introduced for a reward upon getting the delivery receipt for the frame from the neighbor node. The reward is proportionate to the size of the delivered frame. This strategy makes it possible to give a fast response to variable connection conditions, i.e., stop using the route when frames drop out or identify and actively use a high-throughput connection.
We shall consider certain kinds of penalization below. 1. Penalization for information relevance. Since we consider a mobile mesh network, we need the latest possible information to determine the best route. In this context, it will be natural to apply route penalization as far as information on routes becomes outdated.
We propose applying route penalization for each microsecond past the moment when information is received. The degree of penalization must depend on, i.e., be directly proportionate to, the time and design average rate of reciprocal motion of objects in the network. Penalization is an empirical quantity that must be determined by testing (tests on the simulator included). For instance, the maximum per round penalization for slow mobile network (with an average rate of reciprocal motion of objects in the network up to 20 km/h) at a time slot of 10 ms must not exceed 10% of 2. Penalization/reward for node reliability. This penalization factor is based on the statistics about beacon frames skipping from and the (non-) delivery of frames to the node. The empirical quantity is determined by testing. The mobility of the network makes it unnecessary to collect the data on the node's reliability for a significant period of time (by the network measures).
There are two penalization components, i.e., -the time component (when the extreme beacon frame is not received, all routes that pass through the node will be significantly penalized); -absence of receipt (if the delivery receipt for the frame is not received, all routes that pass through the node will be significantly penalized).
There is one reward component: -obtainment of receipt (the reachability coefficients for routes through the node are increased pro rata to the size of successfully transmitted frame).
3. Penalization for connection energy. This kind of penalization is the most important and complex part of the penalty system. There are four quantities suggested for use when calculating penalties, i.e., (1) average signal level; (2) the trend of variations in the average signal level; (3) current signal level; (4) the rate and direction of signal level variations. The signal level is a quantity found in a definite range. The approximation to the range limits is risky because it may amplify the signal too much or lead to a loss of connection. Thus, the approximation of the current signal level to the range limits requires the maximum penalization. The approximation of the average signal level to the range limits requires significant penalization. There must not be any penalization for signal levels in the middle of the range. The respective functions are nonlinear in nature.
The rules for energy penalization are presented below.
(1) A steady decrease and increase in the average signal level must induce higher and lower penalties, respectively; the absence of changes must not affect the penalty.
(2) The high rate of signal fading for the signal in the lower part of the range must induce a high penalty. (3) The high rate of signal fading for the signal in the upper part of the range must induce an average penalty.
(4) The high rate of signal fading for the signal in the middle of the range must induce an average penalty; however, the current penalty must be higher than the previous penalty.
(5) The average rate of signal fading for the signal in the lower part of the range must induce a high penalty; however, the current penalty must be lower than the similar penalty for high rate. (6) The average rate of signal fading for the signal in the upper part of the range must not induce any penalty.
(7) The average rate of signal fading for the signal in the middle of the range must induce an average penalty; however, the current penalty must be lower than the similar penalty for high rate.
(8) A low rate of signal fading for the signal in the lower part of the range must induce an average penalty. (9) A low rate of signal fading for the signal in the upper part of the range must not induce any penalty. (10) A low rate of signal fading for the signal in the middle of the range must induce a low penalty. (11) A high rate of signal amplification for the signal in the lower part of the range must induce an average penalty.
(12) A high rate of signal amplification for the signal in the upper part of the range must induce a high penalty.
(13) A high rate of signal amplification for the signal in the middle of the range must induce a low penalty. (14) The average rate of signal amplification for the signal in the lower part of the range must induce a low penalty.
(15) The average rate of signal amplification for the signal in the upper part of the range must induce an average penalty.
(16) The average rate of signal amplification for the signal in the middle of the range must not induce any penalty.
(17) The low rate of signal amplification for the signal in the lower part of the range must induce an average penalty.
(18) The low rate of signal amplification for the signal in the upper part of the range must not induce any penalty.
(19) The low rate of signal amplification for the signal in the middle of the range must not induce any penalty.
Penalty coefficients are experimentally determined empirical quantities. 4. Penalization for available throughput. The current penalization for available throughput looks quite simple; the penalty is inversely proportionate to the available throughput.
For the network with the time division access to the environment, the suggested scheme of the reactive mode is simultaneously the nearly complete implementation of the proactive mode.
The routing table with the best route to the destination node is formed on the node by the start of data frame transmission.
Proactive mode is implemented in full when the transmitter address in the frame header is replaced with the respective address from the local routing table and the current transmission rate is set right before the start of frame transmission.
CHARACTERISTIC AND ORGANIZATION PRINCIPLES OF THE SIMULATOR
A simulator intended for use in operating systems Ubuntu 14.04 LTS and Windows 7 was designed to simulate a variety of situations that occur in a mesh network. It consists of an Editor and an Interpreter.
The Editor makes it possible to determine and modify the configuration of the network for which modeling is required. The network configuration is represented by the following set of parameters:
(1) The number of nodes in the network (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) . (2) The adjacency/energy matrix is a square matrix that serves to define the energy value of connection for each pair of nodes. This level is found as an integer in the range of -127 to 12 dBm. If there is no connection, the specified value will be 13. However, the difference between the energy values of connections and is accepted for any pair of nodes . ( )
The Interpreter is a console utility tool, which supports the following four operating modes: 1. Network initialization with console output. Network initialization by a configuration from the file with output to the console; the outcome is a set of routing tables for all the nodes in the network.
2. Network initialization with file output. Network initialization by a configuration from the file with output to the file; the outcome is a set of routing tables for all the nodes in the network.
3. Node initialization with file output. Network initialization by a configuration from the file with output to the file; the outcome is a routing table for a selected node in the network.
4. Frame tracking. Network initialization by a configuration from the file and tracking the route of a data frame from the sender node to the receiver node with output to the file; the outcome is a set of routing tables for all the nodes in the network and frame tracking information.
First of all, the simulator is intended to analyze and evaluate the penalization model in use and routing algorithm without any need for full-scale tests. Moreover, all of the techniques for computing routing tables and selecting particular routes are equivalent to those applied in real devices (techniques are described in Section 1).
In the current version of the simulator, the network is initialized and the tables are constructed as described below.
1. The nodes are enabled in turn. Each node receives an individual time slot number. 2. Each node announces itself by sending a beacon frame at the moment of enabling and in the beginning of its time slot in each round. The beacon frame carries the information about the node, including the routing table made up after all the penalties are applied to this node.
3. All of the neighbor nodes enabled when the beacon frame is transmitted, they receive this frame, and they update their routing tables based on the inbound information (for the table updating rules see Section 1). Node b is considered the neighbor node for a when connection is specified in the adjacency/energy matrix.
After all the nodes are enabled, steps 2 and 3 are cyclically repeated until the end of the simulation.
The penalization elements applied to the entries when the routing tables are updated are exposed below.
1. The penalization of entries by time based on the time vector. The higher the value of some component of the time vector, the older the information about the respective node will be and the higher the penalty that will be imposed.
2. Penalization by connection energy. Since we work with only one network shot in this version (the energy and the configuration of connections remain unchanged), simple penalization by energy is applied without taking account of the nature of variations in the network topology and connection energy in time.
3. Penalization for throughput. This version of the simulator makes it possible to transmit one data frame only. That is why penalization for throughput is confined to penalization by queue length (the longer the queue on the node, the lower the throughput will be). Consequently, the penalty amount is determined by the queue length vector; i.e., the higher the value of the vector, the higher the penalty that will be imposed.
The simulator does not use penalization/reward for the reliability of the node because this implementation makes it impossible to collect statistics on data frames transmission (there is only one frame tracked).
The algorithm of data frame promotion used by the simulator in frame-tracking mode is described below.
Assume that it is necessary to transmit a frame from node a to node b. This frame is associated with parameter TTL (time to live). At the initial instant, TTL is 255.
Assume that at a certain instant the frame is on some node x and
In the time slot corresponding to node x, this node searches all of the routes to node b across the routing table, chooses the route with the maximum reachability coefficient, and sends the frame to node y specified as the transmitter for the route selected in the table.
Node y checks the received frame. At y = b, the frame is considered to have been delivered; otherwise, y decreases TTL by 1. At TTL = 0, the frame is deleted. 
PECULIARITIES OF SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
As already noted above, we implemented a simulator that has two components, i.e., an Editor and an Interpreter. The Editor is an application with a graphical interface. Its main task is to create and edit configurations for the simulated network. The source code of the Editor is a project in C++ using the Qt crossplatform toolkit, and it corresponds to the well-known Model-View-Controller architectural pattern.
Let us recall that the main program logic in this pattern is divided into a model, a view, and a controller. In our case, the model involves internal software logic, the view is responsible for displaying the state of the model to the user, and the controller ensures the user-system connection.
The Interpreter component is actualized as a console application. This makes it possible to simulate the network based on the configuration file created in the Editor application. The source code of the Interpreter is written in C. The program functionalities are logically shared at different levels (Table 1) .
Let us focus on the execution of nodes operation and the general simulation of network operation in more detail. In the initial phase of operation, the Interpreter initializes the network, which includes successive enabling of the network nodes, followed by routing data exchange among the enabled nodes. Similarly to the simulation of network operation, the network initialization is carried out successively, with one step that corresponds to one time slot. A round is counted by the run of the time slots of all the nodes. The network is considered to have been initialized when the number of rounds from the moment of enabling all the nodes in the network is equal to the number of nodes involved in the simulation. Time delays based on the time vector are used in the network upon the initialization. This is when the initialization is terminated.
The network operation is simulated in the same way as the network initialization. During the simulation procedure, frames are generated, frame exchanges among the nodes take place, and transmission routes of generated frames are saved.
The simulation is considered to have terminated when there are no exchanges of generated frames and no entries of frame generation in the future. Let us consider network simulation on the level of nodes processing.
We should notice that each node in our implementation has the following elements: -two flows (inbound and outbound) actualized by means of the doubly linked list; -ID no. in the network; -routing table.
The node with an assigned given time slot is processed in this time slot. The node is processed in a series of steps:
(1) Inbound frame processing. This is the phase of processing frames included in the inbound flow in some way. If frames that must be forwarded to another node are found in the inbound flow, they will be redirected to the outbound flow. If the inbound flow has a beacon frame, the content of this frame will be used to update the node's routing table.
(2) Routing table update. This is the phase of updating the node's routing table, penalization, and ordering the entries in the table.
(3) Beacon frame generation. This is the phase of creating a frame with information about the most expedient routes from a given node. This node is placed into the outbound flow. Since this frame is considered the primary frame in all instances, it will be placed in the beginning of the queue. (4) Outbound frame processing. This is the phase of sending frames from the outbound flow. In the case of a violated connection between the sender node and the receiver node, the frame is deleted. Otherwise, it will get into the inbound flow of the receiver node.
If the node is currently idle, the frame processing will be skipped.
